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Advanced attacks to your organization often 

rely on compromised accounts or insiders 

performing risky actions. Logpoint UEBA 

detects unknown threats by determining 

abnormal from normal behavior. Make 

events more insightful than ever, and cut 
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Logpoint user and entity behavior analytics 

(UEBA) helps your security team better respond 

to threats. UEBA tools analyze the behavior of 

-

cious behaviors and patterns coming from 

inside or outside of your organization.

Using machine learning, Logpoint UEBA builds 

baselines for normal behavior for each user 

and entity in the network, without following 

activity against these baselines, UEBA detects 

any unusual behavior and frees up time for 

Combining UEBA and security information and 

event management (SIEM) helps your security 

team effectively monitor and react to abnormal 

Detect unknown risks and threats early with UEBA

UEBA displaying a detailed overview of anomalies.
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Immediately spot insider threats

Detect suspicious behavior quickly and 

UEBA, analysts need to create complicated, 

habits, it would become a long list, especially 

Data-centric threat detection

Our approach to threat detection is data-
centric, focused on monitoring access to 
sensitive data, with an ultimate goal of ensuring 
data never gets to a point where it can be 

solution suitable also for companies with 

Fast implementation and 
easy scalability

Logpoint’s UEBA module is built on top of the 

the market, making our UEBA have industry 
leading time-to-value for customers, allowing 
short time to deployment to create immediate 

access to a wide array of machine learning 
models targeting investigation of abnormal 

Why you should enrich your SIEM-SOAR with UEBA
UEBA is an additional cybersecurity tool available on top of Logpoint SIEM extending the capabilities of the Logpoint SIEM-SOAR solution

Logpoint products work together to create the best insights

Respond

Investigate

Classify & Detect

Train/fit ML models

Storage

Normalize & Enrich

Ingest

SIEM SOARUEBA
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Combine data from 
UEBA with SIEM 

events to make the 
original events more 
insightful than ever

Free up your time 
to focus on genuine 
threats with UEBA 
eliminating false 

positives and cutting 
the detection and 

response time

Speed up your threat 
hunting capabilities 
with UEBA’s visual 
dashboards and 
search templates

Utilize machine 
learning and 

advanced behavioral 
analytics to counter 

the shortage 
of experienced 

security analysts

Fully automate 
processes by having 
threat detection in 
UEBA and setting 

up automatic 
responses with the 
assistance of SOAR

UEBA can empower the capabilities of your SIEM-SOAR in many ways:
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Common UEBA use cases 

Detecting authentication abnormalities

compromise – it can take place in multiple parts 

one of the strongest aspects of Logpoint UEBA, as it 

is inherently a tool for tracking account activity and 

can be applied broadly and deeply to many different 

help in identifying malicious activity, but it also helps 

get automatically grouped together by a separate 

Viewing login attempts

Besides manual analysis, login abnormalities is 

about taking action against an anomaly, you 

could set up a playbook that automatically runs 

checks against these suspicious accounts, so 

that when the analyst gets involved, they have a 

Logpoint UEBA, as an extension to your SIEM-

SOAR, can catch complex threats coming 

from inside and outside of your organization. 

Here are three common use cases where the 

capabilities of UEBA stand out.
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Detecting suspicious data transfer activities

assistance is by automatically analyzing the amount 

of data sent over the network by the accounts and 

precise judgments on the relative abnormality of 

capabilities are a major improvement over any 

introduces a different level of precision into the 

the whole network in a global environment would 

Furthermore, the response can also be automated 

with the assistance of SOAR making it a completely 

also demonstrates the difference helping the analyst 

Observing the amount of data sent
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Detecting activity-based  
inconsistencies

Our UEBA solution has a highly granular way of 

that are not directly associated with the actual 

UEBA and the peer grouping capabilities focus on 

and it does not require one to input time constraints 

the ‘unusual time worked’ insider threat, which gets 

triggered when a particular account is active during 

hours considered abnormal when compared to their 

In this type of anomaly, peer grouping also provides 

useful insights by displaying the most common 

working times in the company and automatically 

adjusts typical working hours if needed in a global 

Displaying unusual time worked

For more information, visit www.logpoint.com
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About Logpoint

Logpoint is the creator of a reliable, 
innovative cybersecurity operations platform 
— empowering organizations worldwide 
to thrive in a world of evolving threats. 

By combining sophisticated technology 
and a profound understanding of customer 
challenges, Logpoint bolsters security 
teams’ capabilities while helping them 
combat current and future threats. 

Logpoint offers SIEM, UEBA, and SOAR 
technologies in a complete platform that 

positives, autonomously prioritizes risks, 
responds to incidents, and much more. 

Headquartered in Copenhagen, 

world, Logpoint is a multinational, 
multicultural, and inclusive company. 

For more information, visit www.logpoint.com  


